Purpose Lymph node (LN) characterization is crucial in determining the stage and treatment decisions in patient with lung cancer. Although Results Metastatic lymph nodes tended to have higher CVs than the inflammatory LNs. The mean CV of metastatic LNs (0.30±0.08; range: 0.08-0.55) was higher than that of inflammatory LNs (0.17+0.06; range, 0.07-0.32; P<0.0001). On receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis, the area under curve was 0.901, and using 0.20 as cut-off value, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy were 88.5 %, 76.2 %, 82.2 %, 84.3, and 83.0 % respectively. Accuracy of CV was slightly higher than SUVmax and diameter, but significantly higher than visual assessment and HUmax. Conclusions In patients with adenocarcinoma of the lung having no prior treatments, metastatic LNs showed more heterogeneous 18 F-FDG uptake than inflammatory LNs. Measuring the CV of the SUV derived from a manual volume of interest (VOI) can be helpful in determining metastatic LN of adenocarcinoma of the lung. Including diagnostic criteria of CV into the diagnostic approach can increase the accuracy of mediastinal node status.
F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography/computed tomography ( 18 F-FDG PET/CT) has a higher diagnostic accuracy in LN characterization than anatomical imaging, differentiating between metastatic and inflammatory LNs is still challenging because both could show high 18 F-FDG uptake. The purpose of this study was to assess if the heterogeneity of the 18 F-FDG uptake could help in differentiating between inflammatory and metastatic LNs in lung cancer, and to compare with other parameters. Methods A total of 44 patients with adenocarcinoma of the lung, who underwent preoperative 18 F-FDG PET/CT without having any previous treatments and were revealed to have 18 F-FDG-avid LNs, were enrolled. There were 52 pathologyproven metastatic lymph nodes in 26 subjects. The pathologyproven metastatic LNs were compared with 42 pathologyproven inflammatory/benign LNs in 18 subjects. The coefficient of variation (CV) was used to assess the heterogeneity of 18 F-FDG uptake by dividing the standard deviation of standardized uptake value (SUV) by mean SUV. The volume of interest was manually drawn based on the combined CT images of 18 F-FDG PET/CT (no threshold is used). Comparisons were made with the maximum standardized uptake values (SUVmax), visual assessment of 18 F-FDG uptake, longest diameter, and maximum Hounsfield units (HUmax). Results Metastatic lymph nodes tended to have higher CVs than the inflammatory LNs. The mean CV of metastatic LNs (0.30±0.08; range: 0.08-0.55) was higher than that of inflammatory LNs (0.17+0.06; range, 0.07-0.32; P<0.0001). On receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis, the area under curve was 0.901, and using 0.20 as cut-off value, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy were 88.5 %, 76.2 %, 82.2 %, 84.3, and 83.0 % respectively. Accuracy of CV was slightly higher than SUVmax and diameter, but significantly higher than visual assessment and HUmax. Conclusions In patients with adenocarcinoma of the lung having no prior treatments, metastatic LNs showed more heterogeneous 18 F-FDG uptake than inflammatory LNs. Measuring the CV of the SUV derived from a manual volume of interest (VOI) can be helpful in determining metastatic LN of adenocarcinoma of the lung. Including diagnostic criteria of CV into the diagnostic approach can increase the accuracy of mediastinal node status.
Introduction
Lymph node (LN) characterization is crucial in the diagnosis of lung cancer. The spreading of cancer to LNs determines the stage, treatment decisions, and prognosis. Mediastinal lymphadenopathy may be caused by either inflammatory or malignant diseases. Anatomical imaging, such as computed tomography (CT) scan, is not too accurate, in that 28 % of enlarged LNs on CT were proven to be negative and 20 % of non-enlarged mediastinal LNs were positive of metastasis on histopathology [1, 2] .
Although 18 F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography/computed tomography ( 18 F-FDG PET/CT) had a higher diagnostic accuracy in LN characterization than anatomical imaging in prospective study [3, 4] , differentiating between metastatic and inflammatory LNs is still challenging because both kinds of LN status can show high 18 F-FDG uptake on PET. Furthermore 18 F-FDG PET-CT had low positive predictive value (PPV) in LN staging in patients with operable non-small-cell lung cancer [2, 5] .
Malignancy is known to have increased aerobic glycolysis [6] , which becomes the biologic basis in 18 F-FDG PET imaging. 18 F-FDG PET is known to be relatively sensitive in detecting malignancy. However, inflammation can be a potential cause of false-positive findings mimicking malignancy as Glut-1 expression is also higher, and thus glucose metabolism is elevated in inflammatory lesion [7] . Inflammatory cells like activated granulocytes, lymphocytes, and macrophages are well known to have increased glycolysis due to the high amount of glucose transporters [8] [9] [10] .
Tissue heterogeneity is an important factor contributing to the total FDG uptake in tumors as stated by Avril et al. [11] . In a breast cancer study, they showed that the relative composition of malignant tumors ranged from a few transformed cells to 90 % malignant cells. In a human adenocarcinoma cell line in vitro, Higashi et al. [12] also showed that 18 F-FDG uptake also depended on the number of viable cancer cells. The non-malignant component of tumors, however, also contributed to the overall uptake of 18 F-FDG. Kubota et al. [9] showed that besides in tumor cells, 18 F-FDG accumulation was also found in inflammatory components related to the growth or necrosis of a tumor. Brown et al. [10] showed that non-malignant components were also observed with low metabolic activity such as in granulation tissue, inflammatory infiltration, connective tissue stroma, and necrotic areas. Therefore, it is reasonable to be considered that 18 F-FDG uptake from malignant tumors can have more heterogeneity in distribution.
The purpose of this study was to assess if heterogeneity of 18 F-FDG uptake can help in differentiating between metastatic and inflammatory lymphadenopathy in lung adenocarcinoma in comparison with other parameters of 18 F-FDG PET and CT.
Materials and Methods

Study Population
All subjects of this retrospective study underwent initial 18 F-FDG PET/CT work-up (without any prior treatment) during 2011 and turned out to have 18 F-FDG-avid LNs and underwent further pathologic studies. In order to have a homogeneous data set, subjects of this study were limited to the patients with adenocarcinoma of the lung, which was known to have varied 18 F-FDG uptake and thus often resulting in false-negative findings. The biopsy-proven metastatic LNs were compared with biopsy-proven benign/inflammatory hypermetabolic LNs. Most nodal station biopsies were guided by PET/CT findings. The histopathologic diagnoses of all mediastinal, hilar, and interlobar LNs were obtained by surgical resection, endobronchial ultrasound biopsy, or gun biopsy, while supraclavicular and cervical LNs were obtained by excision or needle biopsy. F-FDG injection using Biograph PET/CT scanners (Siemens medical solution, TN, USA). CT scans were performed for attenuation correction and anatomical correlation (120 kVp, 40 mAs, pitches of 1.2). PET acquisitions were performed with 1 min per bed position from skull base to proximal thigh. PET reconstructions were done using a point spread function-based iterative algorithm (TrueX, 2 iterations, 21 subsets) with matrix size of 256×256.
Lymph Node Station
Image Analysis
After image reconstruction, the volume of interest (VOI) of the LNs was determined by making region of interest (ROI) in every image slice of the LNs on the combined CT images of 18 F-FDG PET/CT using freeform method in the Syngo Oncology Engine with TrueD workstation (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). No threshold was used. If there were many/ conglomerated LNs in the area in which pathologic studies were done, VOI delineations were performed to the highest SUVmax with the most well-defined lesions. Careful delineation was done to make sure that no background or adjacent LN area was included.
From the VOI made, all necessary data were obtained, including SUVmax, mean of SUV (SUVmean), standard deviation of SUV, longest diameter, and maximum Hounsfield units (HUmax). Uptake of the 18 F-FDG-avid LNs was also visually scored using three grades of intensity of mediastinal blood pool (0=similar with mediastinal blood pool, 1=faintly positive, 2=definitely positive). SUV threshold of 2.5 was used for differentiating between metastatic and benign LNs in lung cancer [13] [14] [15] . Highly attenuated nodes were defined as those that had HU max >120 [16] as one of the diagnostic criteria in determining benign LN in patients with non-smallcell lung cancer.
Heterogeneity of 18 
F-FDG Uptake
The coefficient of variation (CV) was used to assess the heterogeneity of 18 F-FDG uptake by dividing the standard deviation of the SUV by the SUVmean. The VOI was made based on the manually drawn ROI on every image slice (no threshold was used) in order to include all 18 F-FDG uptake in the tumor volume, even areas with very low/no uptake such as necrotic area. In case of automatic VOI, there was a potency to lose area with 18 F-FDG uptake below the selected threshold, which might result in improper values. To reduce the incorrect value of the heterogeneity, we used the manually drawn ROI method in this study.
Statistical Analysis
Independent sample t-tests were used to compare the means of CV, SUVmax, diameter, volume, and HUmax in the metastatic and benign LNs groups. The performance of these parameters in differentiating metastatic from benign LNs was analyzed using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analysis were used to explore the role of the existing variables in predicting metastatic LNs. Statistical analysis was performed using MedCalc version 12.5.0 (MedCalc, Ostend, Belgium).
Results
Patients' Characteristics
A total of 44 subjects suffering from adenocarcinoma of the lung who underwent initial 18 F-FDG PET/CT work-up (without any prior treatment) were included in this study. All subjects had FDG-avid LNs in interlobar, hilar, mediastinal, supraclavicular, and/or cervical stations. Metastatic LNs were found in 26 subjects (15 men and 11 women; mean age, 63.3±9.9 years; range 42-76); while inflammatory LNs were found in 18 subjects (10 men and 8 women; mean age 68.1±7.7 years; range 52-85). All the primary lung lesions were pathology-proven as primary adenocarcinoma of the lung. All LNs were also proven as malignant/metastatic or benign/inflammatory/having no malignancy. Analysis was done to 52 metastatic LN stations compared with 42 benign LN stations (Table 1 ).
All subjects with metastatic LNs were reported to have just adenocarcinoma (n=24, five of them as poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma) and two with invasive adenocarcinoma: mixed solid and bronchioloalveolar pattern (n=1) and mixed acinar and papillary pattern (n=1). Fourteen of them (53.8 %) had N3 disease (metastasis in contralateral mediastinal, contralateral hilar, supraclavicular, or cervical), 11 (42.3 %) had N2 disease, and one (3.8 %) had N1 disease. Distant metastasis was observed in 20 subjects in bone, lung, liver, adrenal, pleura, pericardiac, and soft tissue.
Patients without metastatic LNs were reported to have just adenocarcinoma (n=2), 14 with invasive adenocarcinoma: acinar pattern (n=3), mixed acinar and bronchioloalveolar pattern (n=6), predominantly solid pattern (n=1), mucinous and non-mucinous (acinar) type (n=1), mixed acinar and micropapillary pattern (n=3), and two with preinvasive lesions: adenocarcinoma in situ (n=1) and mixed mucinous/ non-mucinous bronchioloalveolar (n=1). N status was considered as N0 in all subjects in this group. Distant metastasis was only found in one patient (bone metastasis). N staging and distant metastasis were assumed based on 18 F-FDG PET and pathologic findings (Table 2 ).
Diagnostic Performance of Visual Assessment
By visual assessment of 18 F-FDG PET, 56 LNs (59.6 %) were definitely positive, 32 (34.0 %) were faintly positive, and 6 (6.4 %) were negative. In the malignant LNs, 42 (80.8 %) (Table 3) , yielding sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of 98.1 %, 19.1 %, 60.0 %, 88.9 %, and 62.8 % respectively. The ROC analysis of this study revealed an optimal cutoff of >1.5 cm for sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of 69.2 %, 83.3 %, 83.7 %, 68.6 %, and 75.5 % respectively (AUC 0.851, Fig. 1c ).
Diagnostic Performance of HUmax
The mean value of HUmax in metastatic LNs was 119.0±27.9 (range 48-202) which was also significantly lower than benign LNs (201.5±259.6, range 78-1,667; P=0.0249). Using HUmax ≤120 as cutoff value, there were 28 TPs, 29 TNs, 13 FPs, and 24 FN results (Table 3) yielding sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of 53.9 %, 69.1 %, 68.3 %, 54.7 %, and 60.6 % respectively. From ROC analysis of this study, it was found out that the optimum cutoff value was ≤136 with sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of 82.7 %, 45.2 %, 65.1 %, 67.8 %, and 66.0 % respectively (AUC 0.661, Fig. 1d ).
Heterogeneity of LN on FDG PET
Metastastic LNs tend to have a higher CV compared with inflammatory LNs (P<0.0001). The mean CV of metastatic LNs was 0.30±0.08 (range 0.08-0.55), while inflammatory LNs was 0.17±0.06 (range 0.07-0.32). On ROC analysis, the AUC was 0.901, and the cutoff value was >0.20 with 46 TPs, 32 TNs, 10 FPs, and 6 FNs results yielding sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of 88.5 %, 76.2 %, 82.2 %, 84.3 %, and 83.0 % respectively (Table 3 and Fig 2) .
Comparison Between CV and Other Methods
Compared with other parameters described above, CV has the highest AUC and accuracy, which were slightly higher than SUVmax and diameter, but significantly higher than visual assessment and HUmax (Fig 3) . CV had the highest sensitivity followed by SUVmax, HUmax, and visual assessment, while diameter had the lowest sensitivity but highest specificity, which was slightly better than CV and SUVmax. Diameter, CV, and SUVmax did not have any significant difference in PPV. CV and SUVmax were also superior in NPV than other parameters (Table 4) . Univariate logistic regression showed that all parameters were significant predictors, except visual assessment. In multivariate logistic regression (with four predictors: SUVmax, diameter, HUmax, and CV), CV and diameter were statistically significant. SUVmax was not regarded as a significant predictor and HUmax had only borderline significance (Tables 5 and 6 ).
Diagnostic Strategy in Determining LN Metastasis
The first step proposed is determining SUVmax, since it is more sensitive than other parameters (except CV) and SUVmax measurement is very simple. No benign LNs had SUVmax >11.22, meaning LNs with SUVmax above this level were malignant and did not need analysis of other parameters. This level (>11.22) and >5.96 as SUVmax cutoff value divided the LNs into three subgroups (Fig. 4) .
If SUVmax is >5.96 but ≤11.22, then CV can be used for the further analysis. Metastasis is more likely if the CV is >0.20; but if the CV is ≤0.20, then the value of the longest diameter should be considered. If the diameter is >1.5 cm, then metastasis is suggested; otherwise (diameter ≤1.5 cm), a benign process is suspected. In Fig. 5a , a hypermetabolic subcarinal LN of a 50-year-old man was observed with SUVmax of 9.57. The CV was 0.31, indicating a metastatic process (diameter=1.8 cm, but HUmax=202). In Fig. 5b , hypermetabolic cervical LN in 49-year-old woman with lung adenocarcinoma of the left upper lobe showed an SUVmax of 8.05 with a CVof 0.42, indicating metastatic process. HUmax was 48, also suggesting metastatic process, as confirmed by pathologic finding, although the longest diameter was only 0.8 cm. In Fig. 5c , intense FDG-avid left hilar LN in 85-yearold man showed an SUVmax of 8.94, but negative finding from the CV, diameter, and HUmax (0.12, 1.2 cm, and 169 respectively), suggesting a benign lesion, compatible with the pathologic finding.
If SUVmax is ≤5.96, the CV value should also be considered. If the CV is ≤0.20, a benign process is suspected. If the CV is >0.20, then measurement of the LN diameter will be helpful. A diameter of >1.5 cm indicates metastasis; otherwise (≤1.5 cm) a benign process is more likely. In Fig. 6a , a 76-year-old man with adenocarcinoma of the right upper lobe of the lung showed an Fig. 3 Comparison between CV and other parameters. CV had the highest AUC of 0.901 which was slightly higher than diameter and SUVmax, but significantly higher than visual assessment and HUmax 
Discussion
Inflammation has a critical role in tumorigenesis [17] , from initiation, promotion, malignant conversion, invasion, and metastatic progression [18] . Inflammatory conditions can be present either before or after a malignant change occurs. In the microenvironment of most malignancies, inflammatory cells and mediators (chemokines, cytokines, and prostaglandins) are observed. Various oncogenes coordinate inflammatory transcriptional programs linking to angiogenesis [19] . Karin [17] stated that inflammation promoted neoangiogenesis and provided surviving cancer cells with additional growth factors produced by the inflammatory and immune cells. Angiogenesis is definitely an important factor in the metastatic process, because in order to survive, grow, and multiply at the site of metastasis, the tumor cells must induce angiogenesis [20, 21] . Angiogenesis is initially induced by certain oncogenes, such as RAS and MYC family members, which recruit leukocytes, expression of tumor-promoting chemokines, and cytokines leading to remodeling of the tumoral microenvironment and finally angiogenesis [22, 23] . While angiogenic activity in tumors seems to be heterogeneous, the extent and density of the angiogenesis were reported to be correlated with the degree of tumor grade [24] . 18 F-FDG has been considered to be taken up by angiogenesis process as measured by immunohistochemistry bioassay using CD105, a marker of neovascularization [25, 26] . At some point, the growth of solid malignancies exceeds blood supply, causing oxygen and nutrient shortage, forming a necrotic portion [27] . Necrosis is considered to have very low 18 F-FDG uptake and will increase the heterogeneity.
From the above description, it can be assumed that distribution of 18 F-FDG uptake in metastatic LNs is affected by several components, namely viable metastatic cells, inflammatory infiltrates, granulation tissue, microvessels/angiogenesis, connective tissue stroma, and necrotic areas. Each of them has its own level of 18 F-FDG uptake, resulting in more heterogeneous 18 F-FDG uptake represented in CV of SUV. The wide range of CV values of metastatic LNs in this study (from 0.08 to 0.55) might be due to difference of the metastatic phase in the LNs. Different metastatic phases may also have different grades of inflammation, angiogenesis, and necrosis which overall will influence the degree of heterogeneity of FDG uptake. 18 F-FDG uptake in benign LN has been correlated with glucose transporter 1 (Glut-1) expression in follicular centre cells. The level of hyperplasia in these follicular centers was more intense, with more Glut-1 expression than non-18 F-FDG-avid LNs [7, 28] . Takamochi et al. [29] also found that all LNs with 18 F-FDG uptake due to inflammatory conditions showed reactive lymphoid hyperplasia histologically, which was described as reversible benign enlargement caused by antigen stimulation. After being stimulated, follicle multiplication and enlargement, as well as sinus enlargement filled by histiocytes were observed. Lymphocytes, immunoblasts, and macrophages would also be found. There are four known patterns of reactive lymphoid hyperplasia: follicular, diffuse, sinus, and mixed pattern with idiopathic follicular pattern is the most common finding [30] . With predominant diffuse inflammatory infiltrate as the major component taking up 18 F-FDG, it is assumable that the heterogeneity of 18 F-FDG uptake in the inflammatory LNs in this study was less heterogeneous than metastatic ones. The considerable range of CVs for inflammatory LNs (0.07-0.32) in this study might be due F-FDG uptake. Several studies have used an SUV threshold of 2.5 for differentiating benign and metastatic mediastinal LN in lung cancer [13] [14] [15] . Hellwig et al. [13] preferred to use 2.5 as cutoff value, instead of 4.5 as their best accuracy, in order to reduce the FN results. In our study the cutoff value for SUVmax determined from the ROC curve was 5.96, which was still in the range of the finding from other studies varying from 4.2 to 6.2 [31] [32] [33] [34] , although our study only focused on adenocarcinoma of the lung subjects. The accuracy of CV and SUVmax were similar (83.0 vs 80.9), but the correlation between them was only moderate (R 2 0.4237; calculation is not shown), meaning there were cases of pathology-proven metastatic LNs having a negative finding of SUVmax but positive finding of CV, and also benign LNs having a positive finding of SUV but with a negative finding of CV.
Clinical applicability of CT in assessing LN is limited. Enlarged nodes may be not malignant and non-enlarged nodes may be malignant [35] . From many CT studies, the ranges of sensitivity and specificity in detecting mediastinal LN metastasis were between 51 % (47-54 %) and 85 % (84-88 %) respectively [36] . In our study, the sensitivity was higher (69.2 %) with similar specificity (83.3 %). Probably the cause is the different criterion used. The accepted criterion of normal-sized mediastinal LNs in CT is ≤1.0 cm measured in short-axis [36] , while the longest diameter of LNs in our study was measured based on VOI and could be in any axis.
In CT, attenuation which was higher than the surrounding great vessels was known to indicate benign lymphadenopathy. The common histopathologic findings were cortical follicular hyperplasia with anthracotic pigmentation and macrophage infiltration. Microscopic fibrotic nodules could also be found in the medulla [37, 38] . A similar study also showed that calcification or high attenuation at LNs on CT, even with 18 F-FDG activity, indicated they were benign in a tuberculosis endemic region [39] . Our study showed that HUmax analysis was less accurate than other parameters in differentiating metastatic from inflammatory LNs.
The accuracy of CVs derived from manual VOIs in differentiating metastatic and inflammatory LNs was slightly better than SUVmax. Overall the accuracy of 18 F-FDG parameters (CV 83.0 %; SUVmax 80.9 %,) were higher than CT parameters (diameter 75.5 %; HUmax 66.0 %). A limitation of our study was that low-dose unenhanced CT was used as the CT part of the 18 F-FDG PET/CT scan.
Conclusions
In adenocarcinoma of the lung in subjects having no prior treatments, metastatic LNs showed more heterogeneous 18 F-FDG uptake than inflammatory LNs. Measuring the CVof the SUV derived from a manual VOI can be helpful in determining metastatic LN of adenocarcinoma of the lung. Including CV into the diagnostic approach will increase the accuracy.
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